Not just customers. Fans!
Featuring patented NASA spacesuit technology, Game Ready is chosen by medical
practitioners, professional teams, and athletes for the treatment of a variety of
injuries and post-surgery rehabilitation. The Game Ready System is being used by
more than 100 pro sports teams, 600 professional athletes, and 200 colleges and
universities nationwide.

“Game Ready is my cold/compression

“The Game Ready device is excel-

device of choice, out of all the products

lent...it is the best modality that has

on the market. I’ve used it consistently,

come out in quite some time.”

with fabulous results. I recommend it as
a device for every trainer to have in their
training room.”

—Joe Carroll,PT MS SCS
Sports Clinical Specialist
Owner Cape Cod Rehabilitation

—Jason Powell
Head ATC
Los Angeles Clippers

“Game Ready has become an impor-

“The patients are singing its praises.

tant addition to our patients’ post-

I have spoken to two patients the

operative recovery.”

morning after their surgery and they

—Sanford Kunkel, MD

couldn’t say enough.”

Orthopedic Surgeon

—Maggie Cladwell, RN
Beltway Surgery Center

Interested in learning more?
For a Game Ready Representative in your area
or for more information, Call toll-free
1.888.Game.Ready (1.888.426.3732)
www.gameready.com
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Injury?
Surgery?
Get Game Ready.
And get back in
the game.

Come back like the Pros!
Are you recovering from an injury or surgery? Do what professional athletes are
doing. Get Game Ready. When you’re sidelined following an injury or orthopedic
surgery, you’ve got one goal. You don’t want the couch. You want to get back in
action. You want to get Game Ready.

The Game Ready Difference.

Get Game Ready

How Does Game Ready Work?

RICE (Rest, Ice, Compression,
Elevation) has long been used to
treat acute and chronic injury and
assist in orthopedic surgery rehabilitation. Game Ready offers
adjustable cold therapy and intermittent compression in one easyto-use system, making it easy for
you to apply the two most difficultto-manage aspects of the RICE
regimen. Many professional athletes
have discovered the Game Ready
System and choose it over traditional methods of applying RICE
because Game Ready’s form-fitting,
flexible Wraps make it easy to deliver cold and intermittent compression to most major joints. Get back
into the game—with Game Ready.

Game Ready’s anatomic Wraps are each designed to fit a specific body part:
the ankle, knee, back, hip/groin, shoulder, elbow and wrist. The Wrap is applied
to the injured area and secured. The Control Unit is filled with ice and water
and connected to the Wrap. When the unit is turned on, the temperature is
adjustable, while microprocessors enable both time and the intermittent compression that is applied to the injured area via the Wrap.

“Our medical staff has been looking for a
high-quality and durable product that provides cold and compression for years,
and we finally found it! The results have
been outstanding and it has become our
modality of choice for acute and chronic

What Makes Game Ready
Different?
Want to get over an injury or surgery and back in the game?
Whether you are an athlete or
active person, surgery patient, or
medical professional—you should
consider the Game Ready System.
Game Ready offers the simultaneous delivery of both adjustable cold
therapy and intermittent compression in one easy-to-use unit. The
portable Game Ready System, with
its flexible, circumferential, dualaction Wraps and its adjustable settings of time, temperature and compression, really stands out from the
crowd.

injuries.”
—Chuck Barta
ATC, Head Athletic Trainer
Minnesota Vikings
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Rest. Game Ready. Elevate.
Finally, there’s an easy-to-use application of the two most difficult-to-manage
aspects of RICE (Rest, Ice, Compression, Elevation). Now it’s easy to treat
injuries and assist in post-operative rehabilitation by applying the RICE regimen:
Rest, Game Ready, Elevate!

1} ADJUSTABLE THERAPY

4} REIMBURSEMENT

Game Ready’s adjustable technology

May be available through

enables continuous, rapid circulation of

health insurance carriers for the use of

ice water - along with intermittent

Game Ready. For more information or

compression - throughout circumferen-

assistance with reimbursement, please

tial Wraps.

contact us toll-free at 1.888.426.3732.

2} ANATOMIC WRAPS

6} PORTABILITY

Game Ready does not take a one-

Game Ready’s Carry Bag and Wrap

wrap-fits-all approach. Our anatomical-

Bag help you to conveniently and safe-

ly designed Dual-Action Wraps are built

ly store and transport your important

to treat specific parts of the body for a

therapy equipment.

close, comfortable fit.

7 } ONE YEAR WARRANTY

3} EASE OF USE

One year warranty on the Control Unit

Elastic bandages and messy ice packs

and the Wrap’s air and water chamber.

just can’t compete with Game Ready’s

Built for comfort and convenience.
Where elastic bandages, messy ice packs, and other alternatives offer limited
adjustability, the Game Ready System allows you to
easily adjust pressure, manage temperature, and
select treatment time settings—with just the push of
a few buttons and the twist of a dial. Now you can
simply and simultaneously apply intermittent compression and adjustable cold therapy to deliver the
two most difficult-to-manage aspects of the RICE
regimen in one easy-to-use treatment system.

Five Easy Steps

1
Fill the Control Unit with ice
and water, then connect to
a power source.

2
Apply the Wrap to the
injured area and secure.

3
Attach the Connector Hose
first to the Wrap, then to the
Control Unit.

adjustable system and no-hassle
wraps. Easy to apply and comfortable
to use, athletes and patients often ask
for Game Ready by name.

4a
If you have a PreProgrammed Control Unit,
press Power, adjust to 3
Snowflakes, then press the
Timer button to select the
desired program.
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4b
If you have a standard
Control Unit, press Power,
adjust to 3 Snowflakes,
then select pressure and
time settings.

5
Press Start.
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Circumferential application,
anatomic design.
Spacesuit technology.
Dual-action wraps.

Game Ready’s flexible fabric Wraps surround the affected area for good coverage and a customized fit. Unlike many products that use a one-design-fits-all
approach, the Game Ready System features a comprehensive range of lightweight, easy-to-use Wraps that are specifically engineered for all major body
parts and available in a variety of sizes.

Flexible Wrap Technology
WRAP SLEEVE

WRAP AIR/ WATER CHAMBER

Developed by scientists and doctors
using NASA spacesuit technology,
Game Ready’s flexible wraps conform
to the body for circumferential cold and
compression therapy. Designed for
most major body parts, the portable
Game Ready System featuring patented form-fitting, no-hassle wraps, can
assist in your injury treatment or postsurgery rehabilitation.

Dual-Action Process

knee wrap

shoulder wrap
R & L, (2 sizes)

elbow wrap

hip/groin wrap
(R & L)

back wrap

“This system is worth its weight in gold!”
—Kenny Roberts, Jr
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Game Ready Two-Part Wrap

The Game Ready Wrap is designed in
two parts, featuring a removable outer
sleeve and an inner dual-action chamber. The dual-action air and water
chamber enables water to flow rapidly
through the Wrap, while the air inflates
and deflates to deliver active cold and
compression therapy.

ankle wrap
(2 sizes)

Professional Motorcycle Champion

wrist wrap

articulated knee
wrap

Game Ready Wrap Technology
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